The Sharp AQUOS 60” LED Smart TV gives you unbelievably clear and precise television quality, Aquamotion 240 refresh rate, Four Dimensions and Weight. Sharp LC-48LE653U 48-Inch 1080p 60Hz Smart LED TV · 141. $479.99 LED & LCD TVs. Shipping Weight, 73 pounds (View shipping rates and policies).

The LC-60LE660U is an LED Smart TV that delivers legendary AQUOS picture quality, with AquoMotion 240 Refresh Rate for precision clarity during fast-motion.

Shop for a Sharp Smart LED 60” HDTV 1080p 240Hz AQUOS Q Series Split-screen experience lets you surf the web while you watch TV, so you don’t have. AQUOS - 60” Class (60-1/32” Diag.) - LED - 1080p - Smart - HDTV, Read customer reviews and buy online at Best Buy.

Sharp's LC-70UD27U 70-inch LED backlit 4K Ultra HD TV is Sharp's best TV for 2014. 480 anti-blur technology, doubling the framerate of regular 60hz HDTVs. This is Sharp's second generation 4K TV, and they have reduced the weight.

Plus, with our TV deals, you'll get the premiere technology and quality for less. 60” & Larger TVs (65) Sharp 50” 4K Ultra HD AQUOS® LED Smart HDTV. Sharp LC-70UD27U 70-Inch Aquos 4K Ultra HD 2160p 120Hz Smart LED TV. Details Smart TV features include built in access to Netflix streaming 4K content selections through the it offers full compatibility with the latest online 4K streams at a fully fluid rate of 60 frames per second. TV weight with stand: 84.9 lbs $1,298.00 Prime. Sharp LC55UB30U 55-Inch 4K Ultra HD 60Hz Smart LED TV Shipping Weight, 82.8 pounds (View shipping rates and policies). Domestic. Sharp AQUOS 80” 1080P LED 120Hz Smart HDTV

The LC-60LE660U is an LED Smart TV that delivers legendary AQUOS picture Approximate Weight:. The E-Series 60 inch Class LED Smart TV is shattering the mold in a way only VIZIO 120Hz effective refresh rate gives you razor sharp clarity, crisp and clear.
Below is a current list of Sharp Aquos TV models available in the 60" size. This middle tier 2012 edge lit LED from Sharp has an upgraded Smart TV Central. Contact your local cable or satellite TV provider for details on how to upgrade. Sharp LC-60LE660U 60" 1080p 120Hz Smart Class LED HDTV: 60" LCD panel The Samsung UN60H7150 60" LED TV is a multi-function smart TV that is 3D capable and includes 4 HDMI ports. Weight, pending The Sharp LC-60LE660 60" Aquos is a stylishly designed 1080p edge-lit LED display TV with sleep timer. Samsung UN60H6350 60-Inch 1080p 120Hz Smart LED TV reliable performance with smart TV functions from Sharp's SmartCentral Apps. The TV is a great all-around full HD, LED smart TV. Do You Know What Your Weight Loss Type Is? Buy a Sharp LC 60LE660U - 60" Class (60.1" viewable) LED TV or other Televisions The LC-60LE660U is an LED Smart TV that delivers legendary AQUOS. Sharp 60" Class 1080p LED Smart HDTV Additional Features: This LED Smart TV delivers legendary AQUOS picture quality with Aquo Motion 240. Sharp LC60EQ10U 60" Class Smart AQUOS Q EQ10U Series 1080P LED HDTV With Wi-Fi / BrandsMart USA The Sharp AQUOS Q LC-60EQ10U is an LED Smart TV that features Sharp's proprietary Quattron color. Weight, 61 lbs 11.2 oz. Photos. 'Sharp LC-60SQ15U 60-inch Aquos Q+ 1080p 240Hz 3D Smart LED TV. 'Buy Sharp LC-60EQ10U 60-inch Aquos Q 1080p 240Hz Smart LED TV. Sharp. Sharp Aquos Electronics The LC-60LE660U is an LED Smart TV that delivers legendary AQUOS picture quality, with AquoMotion 240 Refresh Rate.
The Sharp LC-60LE650U is a 60" LED smart TV with a beautiful picture and multiple connections, not only does it have 4 HDMI ports it also has VGA for legacy.

Shop Sharp AQUOS 60" Quattron 1080p HD 240Hz LED Smart TV, read customer reviews and more at Delivery of excessive weight (more than 300 lbs.).

SHARP CONSUMER TV LC-60SQ15U 60" AQUOSSMART3D LED1080P 240H Screen Size: 33.90\" Width with Stand: 54.29\" Depth with Stand: 14.65\" Weight (Approximate): 55.10 lb Weight with 60" Class LED Smart TV, Remote Control. Choose PC Connection for Sharp Electronics Televisions - LED-LCD Commercial. Buy a Sharp 60" LC-60LE661U Full HD Commercial LED Smart TV, TAA. Order Original Remote Control for Sharp® Aquos LED Smart TV - RRMCGB004WJSA online from MCM Electronics. Weight: 0.03 lbs. Hazardous: No. According to Sharp, the 3 sets differ only in dimension and weight and offer vibrant color reproduction and clear resolution, and an intuitive smart TV interface, all of the kind you'll often see on LED TVs without some form of local dimming.

This 60" (60 3/32\" diag.) class TV features 20% more screen area than a 55" class and a newly designed, super thin bezel. Working through built-in Wi-Fi. Sharp - 60 Class Smart AQUOS LED 4K Ultra HDTV With Wi-Fi sizes and the most advanced smart TV platform for the ultimate entertainment experience. Weight: 37.04 Lb. VESA Mounting Sharp 55" Class 1080p 60Hz Flat Panel LED TV - Black (LC55LE653U). $599.99 Average rating for VIZIO 55" Class 1080p 120Hz Full-Array LED Smart TV - Black (E55-C1): 4 out of 5 stars. See all (30).
Enjoy a world of stunning 3D imagery with this 60 inch LED TV. Boasting Full HD 1080p display resolution and Dolby Digital Plus sound system, your viewing.